My Day At Zoo Camp

San Francisco Zoo
I am going to the San Francisco Zoo for Zoo Camp!
At the zoo there are...

Animals
Plants
Gardens
Buildings
Cafes
Shops
Bathrooms
Play areas
Classrooms
This year camp may look different than other times I have visited. This is because the Zoo has made some changes to help keep me safe.

During my visit to the Zoo, there are some rules I will try to follow.

- I will try to practice social distancing and stay away from other Zoo visitors.
- I will try to keep my mask on.
- I will wash or sanitize my hands to keep germs away.
Getting to Zoo Camp...

I will arrive at the Zoo with my family.
When I arrive, I may have to wait in line to be checked-in.
My family will check me into camp every morning.

Once I am checked in, I will go with my camp group and instructors.

There will be lots of other children my age in my group.
There are lots of staff at Zoo Camp. They are dressed in green or pink clothing. They have a San Francisco Zoo logo on their clothing.
I will always be with my zoo camp instructors.

If there is anything I don’t like, I just need to tell my instructors.
At Zoo Camp I will learn about animals, play games, do art, and walk around the Zoo.

My instructors will have lots of fun activities planned for each day!

If I have any questions or am worried, I can go to my instructors for help.
I will see lots of animals at the San Francisco Zoo.
I will see lots of plants and gardens at the San Francisco Zoo.
I will see lots of buildings at the San Francisco Zoo.
I will see play areas at the San Francisco Zoo.
I will see restaurants and cafés at San Francisco Zoo.

For lunch, I will eat what I brought with me for the day and talk with my zoo camp group!
If it is a busy day, I will see a lot of other people.

The other people will be at the Zoo to see the animals and plants.

They will also be in the cafés, using the toilets and the children’s play areas and visiting the gift shops.
When it is time to go home, I will go back to the check-in area with my zoo camp instructors and my group.

I will get checked-out by my family who is picking me up for the day.
I will make new friends who love animals, like me!
I might like going to Zoo Camp!